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Following the onset of the COVID-10 pandemic in 2020, the year 2021 has again been an exceptional year in the history of ZIB. Over prolonged periods of time, the operation of ZIB was heavily burdened with the consequences of the crisis. However, ZIB’s members and operational units adapted to the pandemic with a high level of motivation and commitment. It is due to the efforts of many that the transition to working from home and working from the office when required went very smoothly, and a significant number of excellent results were achieved also under these difficult circumstances.

The mission of the Zuse Institute Berlin (ZIB) is to advance Computational Thinking by leveraging data-driven Computational Science, application-oriented Mathematics, and High-Performance Computing. We develop computational methods for solving problems of relevance to society with partners from science, technology, and industry and provide high-end, state-of-the-art computing and data management infrastructures. 2021 was a very successful year for ZIB with many scientific highlights and very positive developments that make us confident that our institute has a bright future, and continues to be a place for excellent research and first-rate scientific services and infrastructure.

ZIB continues to be among the five cooperation partners of the Cluster of Excellence MATH+. In 2021, ZIB researchers were involved in almost 50% of the research projects in MATH+. The results obtained led to many publications in top-tier conferences and journals and achieved several prestigious awards. Simultaneous participation in four DFG Collaborative Research Centers, in two DFG Research Groups and in some highly visible BMBF funding formats, such as the Research Campus MODAL or flagship projects on COVID research, are proof of the high quality of research at ZIB. Furthermore, as one of the centers of the National High-Performance Computing (NHR) initiative and as a cornerstone of the mathematical network MaRDI within the National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) framework, ZIB is also at the forefront of research support services which facilitate science in Berlin and across Germany.

In the beginning of 2021, the National High-Performance Computing (NHR) alliance started with eight centers, including the NHR center at ZIB. In its first year, the alliance strengthened and interconnected the already established research and service activities at these eight centers, and established the NHR Association (NHR Verein e.V), a non-profit legal entity with the aim to coordinate between the centers. The board of the NHR Verein, presently chaired by ZIB’s president Christof Schuette, will coordinate the activities of the NHR centers regarding research, infrastructure development, and advancement of the next generation of HPC researchers and experts. Within the NHR alliance, ZIB has the lead for life science applications, AI and machine learning (ML) methods, and heterogeneous architectures. Please find more information in the article “The Transformation of HPC”.

In 2021, the Einstein Research Unit (ERU) “Perspectives of a quantum digital transformation: Near-term quantum computational devices and quantum processors” was created with funding through the Einstein Foundation and the Berlin University Alliance. This unit sets out to understand the precise computational power of near-term quantum devices and to devise building blocks for quantum processors. ZIB’s Vice-President, Sebastian Pokutta, is among the founding PIs, and ZIB provides its key expertise in applied mathematics, optimization, machine learning, and quantum optics to the ERU. In the course of this development, ZIB has decided to bundle its own competencies in a new working
group that focuses on researching quantum computing algorithms as well as their verification and simulation on classical hardware, in particular also, in cooperation with the NHR center at ZIB, on supplementing quantum computing research with the necessary HPC resources. For more information see the article “Quantum Computing: the next big thing”.

This annual report gives a general overview of ZIB’s organization, research statistics, as well as key factors for its successful development. Most prominently, it provides insights into the broad variety of research activities and especially into some of its scientific highlights, which are presented in seven “Feature Articles”:

1. “Inference and Simulation of Molecular and Cellular Processes” illustrates that our research focus on computational drug design, multiscale modelling of cellular processes and learning cellular structures and processes from data have begun to merge into one larger research endeavor providing fascinating insights and completely new opportunities.

2. In “Explainability & interpretability in deep learning” insight is provided on explainable AI (XAI) aiming to make modern machine learning models more transparent, and how ZIB contributes by novel algorithms that tame the complexity of XAI by a Frank-Wolfe approach which, by design, constructs sparse iterates that accelerates many elementary operations and facilitates simply explanations due to the low-complexity structure of iterates.

3. “Spreading Dynamics: Cultural Change, COVID-19, and Mobility” reports on our research activities tailored towards understanding complex social processes with utmost relevance for society and in particular on how mathematical research opens up connections between seemingly completely different fields of application.

4. “Multienergy Models for European Energy System Planning” explains the role of mathematical Optimization in supporting the European Energy Transition with an integrated holistic energy system planning framework by developing an end-to-end planning tool to successfully increase the share of renewable energy in the European energy system without compromising system reliability.

5. “Multi-objective Shortest Paths” reports on recent progress towards efficient solutions of multi-objective shortest path problems like the novel Multi-objective Dijkstra Algorithm that has been developed within the Research Campus MODAL at ZIB in cooperation with Lufthansa Systems in our joint effort to build a new generation of core-optimizers for flight planning.

6. “Mastering Multidimensional Heterogeneity of Computers” starts from the insight that heterogeneity has become the key element for building advanced and energy-efficient computing systems, and outlines how research at ZIB combines diversity in the processor landscape with technological innovations for byte-addressable storage as well as designing smarter networks.

7. Last but not least, “Explosion in Space” reports on the development of heuristic search methods as a powerful tool to tackle for search problems in galaxy-scale graphs and on how to use them to solve application-specific problems such as VLSI floor planning, multi agent planning, scheduling, and efficient code generation in compilers.
The new ZIB Statutes, adopted by the Board of Directors at its meeting on April 28, 2021, redefines ZIB’s bodies and organizational structure based on the new ZIB law. Furthermore, it determines ZIB’s research and development mission and its service tasks, and frame upon the composition of the Scientific Advisory Board and its role.

Administrative Bodies

The bodies of ZIB are the President and the Board of Directors (Verwaltungsrat).

President of ZIB
Prof. Dr. Christof Schütte

Vice President
Prof. Dr. Sebastian Pokutta

The Board of Directors was composed in 2020 as follows:

Prof. Dr. Sabine Kunst
President, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Prof. Dr. Christian Thomsen
President, Technische Universität Berlin (Chairman)

Prof. Dr. Günter Ziegler
President, Freie Universität Berlin

Christian Hingst
Der Regierende Bürgermeister von Berlin, Senatskanzlei – Wissenschaft und Forschung

Thomas Frederking
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie (HZB)

The Board of Directors met on April 28, 2021, and November 22, 2021.
Scientific Advisory Board

The Scientific Advisory Board advises ZIB on scientific and technical issues, supports ZIB’s work, and facilitates ZIB’s cooperation and partnership with universities, research institutions, and industry.

The Board of Directors appointed the following members to the Scientific Advisory Board:

Prof. Dr. Jörg-Rüdiger Sack (Chairman)
Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada

Prof. Dr. Frauke Liers
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

Prof. Dr. Michael Dellnitz
Universität Paderborn, Germany

Prof. Dr. Rolf Krause
Université della svizzera italiana, Lugano, Switzerland

Ludger D. Sax
Grid Optimization Europe GmbH

Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schneider
Université du Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Prof. Dr. Dorothea Wagner
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
(Membership shall be held in abeyance during the continuing service as Chair of the German Science Council)

The Scientific Advisory Board met online on three days in June 2021.
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Harnessing these “strange effects” has since been a challenge, both methodologically “How do I design an algorithm that exploits quantum effects?” and practically “How do I build a quantum computer of sufficiently low error-rate and long durations of coherence?”. Then there are very “mundane” yet no less formidable logistical and cryogenic challenges: Qubits typically operate at about 20 millikelvin which is approximately –273°C, so “How do I keep this thing cold enough?”. However, maybe similar to what has happened to machine learning about 10–15 years back, in very recent times some important advantages on all fronts were made suggesting that we might have everything that is needed to actually build the first (real) quantum computer and design algorithms for it. This has spurred an enormous research enterprise into quantum computing on all levels: hardware, software, and methodologies. Whether we will be successful in building such a quantum computer and operate it at scale both in size and numbers remains to be seen, but, and this is important to recognize, even if the answer would be no, the scientific advances that this endeavor has produced already up to today would have made this is a very worthwhile effort. The next years are only going to further tilt the scale in favor.

With its mission being centered around the exploration of the interface between computing, mathematics, and computer science, the Zuse Institute Berlin does not only acknowledge the potential of quantum computing but understands quantum computing to be integrally tight to its research mission. As such, we have established a quantum computing research group, currently comprising six researchers, which focuses on researching quantum computing algorithms as well as their verification and simulation on classical hardware. These efforts are tightly integrated into our broader Nationales Hochleistungsrechnen (NHR) mission, where we operate a Tier-2 High-Performance Computing (HPC) system for the German research community and where, among other topics such as Artificial Intelligence and Simulation, we also focus on supplementing quantum computing research with the necessary HPC resources.
The German federal and state governments have agreed to jointly fund the National High-Performance Computing Alliance (NHR) with 600 million euros. NHR is a national network of tier-2 HPC centers with concerted efforts regarding the whole spectrum of HPC from infrastructure and software, to method development and applications. NHR focuses on excellent research, consulting, services, and training for the HPC community, understanding that scientific innovation with benefits to society often requires high-quality support and sufficient capacity rather than a race for the largest supercomputer.
OF HPC

The NHR Alliance started in the beginning of 2021 with eight NHR centers, including the NHR center at ZIB. In its first year, the Alliance networked and strengthened the already established research and service activities at the eight centers, and established the NHR Association (NHR Verein e.V), a nonprofit legal entity for coordination between the centers. The NHR Verein, itself funded by the national NHR grant, will coordinate the procurement of HPC infrastructure, service, and consulting at the NHR centers, launch joint innovation projects, and consolidate the Alliance’s support for young researchers into a graduate school. The board of the NHR Verein, presently chaired by ZIB’s president Christof Schuette, will represent the interests of the Alliance to the funding agencies, and coordinates the activities of the NHR centers with the German tier-1 HPC centers, the Gauß-Allianz.

The NHR Alliance is broad enough to provide solutions for traditional HPC applications as well as for big data, AI, new computing paradigms, and new forms of demand from scientific communities with previously little HPC affinity. The leaps high-performance computing has made in computing power do not always correlate to improved insights, and the NHR Alliance believes that this simple fact calls for better support for and training of scientific users of high-performance infrastructure by HPC experts.

Within NHR, ZIB has the lead for life science applications, AI and machine learning (ML) methods, and heterogeneous architectures. In regard to AI and ML, we are not only exploring new ways of infusing HPC with AI methods and practices to uncover new insights, but also to create better tools for nearly every stage of the modern HPC workflow to empower researchers with the ability to solve problems that were previously unsolvable. With the big-data boom, the immense amount of information represents tremendous opportunities for researchers, but it also provides a new set of challenges, as the boon of data requires new operations to maximize and create insight. Moreover, AI and big data demand new concepts for building advanced computing systems with a perfect balance of compute, memory access, and network to finally access data on persistent storage (see also the feature article “Mastering Multidimensional Heterogeneity of Computers” further below).

Of course, the NHR Alliance also wants to move into emergent fields that are not currently core to HPC. At ZIB, we focus on quantum computing and communication since we believe that this field has the potential to revolutionize HPC in the long term. Presently, we are mainly aiming at developing a workflow from the design of hybrid quantum-classical algorithms up to their simulation by means of quantum simulators on HPC hardware. We consider this specifically in the context of combinatorial optimization problems, because of the industrial relevance as well as first promising results from quantum computing for this problem class (see also the special topic “Quantum Computing”).

Prof. Dr. Christof Schütte
Phone +49 30 841 85-101
schuette@zib.de
In 2021, the total income of ZIB comprised 24.4 million euros. The main part of this was made available by the Federal State of Berlin as the basic financial stock of ZIB (14.4 million euros) including investments as well as the budget of the NHR center at ZIB (4.7 million in 2021, made available by the Federal State of Berlin but co-funded by the federal government and the German Federal States participating in HLRN).

The second largest part of the budget resulted from third-party funds (8.1 million euros) acquired by ZIB from public funding agencies (mainly DFG and BMBF) and via industrial research projects. This was complemented by a variety of further grants, such as the research service budget of KOBV, summing up to almost 1.7 million euros in total.
The Zuse Institute Berlin (ZIB) finances its scientific work via three main sources: the basic financial stock of the Federal State of Berlin and third-party funds from public sponsors and those of industrial cooperation contracts.

In 2021, ZIB raised third-party funding through a large number of projects. Project-related public third party funds increased from 5.2 million euros in 2020 to almost 6.8 million euros in 2021, industrial third-party projects declined from 1.8 million euros to 1.3 million euros. In total, 8.1 million euros in third-party funding marked an increase by more than 15% compared to 2020 despite the ongoing covid-19 crisis.

ZIB Third-Party Funds by Source

- 33% BMBF incl. FC Modal
- 27% DFG incl. Math+
- 24% Other Public Funds
- 16% Industry

- €2,459,170
- €1,949,094
- €1,327,180
- €2,156,350
- €1,327,180
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## Spin-Offs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical modeling and development of numerical software for technical chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISK-CONSULTING</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td><a href="http://www.risk-consulting.de">www.risk-consulting.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Dr. Weyer GmbH</td>
<td></td>
<td>Database marketing for insurance companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intranetz GmbH</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td><a href="http://www.intranetz.de">www.intranetz.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development for logistics, database publishing, and e-government</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced visualization solutions for diagnostic imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atesio GmbH</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td><a href="http://www.atesio.de">www.atesio.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of software and consulting for planning, configuration, and optimization of telecommunication networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication applications and visualization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization and consulting in public transport LBW Optimization GmbH was founded in 2017 and is a spin-off of LBW GbR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenné 3D GmbH</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lenne3d.com">www.lenne3d.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-D landscape visualization, software development, and services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCMwave GmbH</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jcmwave.com">www.jcmwave.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation software for optical components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onScale solutions GmbH</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td><a href="http://www.onscale.de">www.onscale.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development, consulting, and services for parallel and distributed storage and computing systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laubwerk GmbH</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td><a href="http://www.laubwerk.com">www.laubwerk.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of digital plant models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000shapes GmbH</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td><a href="http://www.1000shapes.com">www.1000shapes.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical shape analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quobyte Inc.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td><a href="http://www.quobyte.com">www.quobyte.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quobyte develops carrier-grade storage software that runs on off-the-shelf hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keylight GmbH</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td><a href="http://www.keylight.de">www.keylight.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keylight develops scalable real-time Web services and intuitive apps. The focus is on proximity marketing, iBeacon, and Eddystone for interactive business models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exazyme</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td><a href="http://www.exazyme.com">www.exazyme.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exazyme provides AI solutions for protein engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exazyme was founded in 2021 and is a spin-off of LBW GbR.
In 2021, 236 people were employed at ZIB; of these, 146 positions were financed by third-party funds. The number of employees grew in comparison to 2021, mainly because of progress in establishing the NHR center at ZIB and as a consequence of newly starting third-party funded projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1/1/2021</th>
<th>1/1/2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Temporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIENTISTS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICE PERSONNEL</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOBV HEADQUARTERS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENTS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*without temporary management
Understanding spreading processes and their dynamics is a topic of great interest in a variety of domains or applications, such as the spread of a virus in epidemics, innovation diffusion in cultural contexts, or information propagation in social networks. Increasing mobility and new communication technologies have transformed human interaction patterns from local to global scales. Because of this disrupting transformation, spreading processes are not a local phenomenon anymore, but are affecting people’s lives worldwide. At ZIB, researchers are developing new mathematical tools and models for studying complex spreading mechanisms for real-world applications in the past, present, and future. Together with domain experts and research partners from various fields, new approaches and modeling techniques have been developed and applied successfully to multiple real-world systems, such as the cultural change of ancient societies, the spread of COVID-19, and mobility transitions of the future.
Introduction

Can we predict and prevent epidemic outbreaks? Is it possible to control the spread of fake news? How can we accelerate the diffusion of knowledge? These are crucial questions related to spreading dynamics in real-world systems, such as the current COVID-19 pandemic. In order to gain more insight into fundamental principles underlying these dynamics, researchers often use mathematical models. Precise description of such models allows for their thorough mathematical analysis, and their abstract formulation makes them generalizable to a wide range of complex social systems.

How are mathematical models for spreading dynamics built? Basic elements of any spreading dynamics in a social system are individuals and their interactions. Every interaction creates a new opportunity for a change. During the history of humankind, types of interactions have changed significantly, from entirely physical interactions in ancient times to the possibility of contact between any two people in the world through the Internet nowadays. Recent technological advancement in obtaining large amounts of data characterizing social contagion, such as high-resolution population and mobility data, introduced new data-based descriptions of underlying complex systems.

Researchers at ZIB develop novel mathematical models for a variety of applications to better understand, predict, and control spreading dynamics on different spatiotemporal scales. The main focus is on macroscale, mesoscale, and microscale models, which will be introduced briefly below.

**Microscale:** The most detailed descriptions of real-world systems are achieved by models on a microscale. Through microscale descriptions of the spreading dynamics these models can capture global patterns on a large system scale. An example are agent-based models (ABMs) that consist of a set of rules describing the movement of agents and their interaction with each other. Interacting agents can alter their own or the other agents’ properties, for example, by changing an opinion or transmitting an infection. Information about agents’ mobility and status dynamics is typically deduced from available data sets and expert knowledge. Due to their versatility, ABMs are very attractive for modeling spatiotemporal population dynamics in various disciplines. However, ABMs are very costly to simulate and to recalibrate to new parameter sets, especially for large population numbers that appear in real-world systems.

**Mesoscale:** Boxes represent subpopulations, and connections between boxes denote possible transitions between subpopulations. On the mesoscale and macroscale, the population state is depicted by the proportion of blue and red.

---

**Figure 1:** Hierarchy of modeling approaches. Microscale: dots refer to agents that have a status (blue or red), straight lines between dots indicate closeness of agents that enable interaction, and gray lines show movement trajectories of the agents. Mesoscale: boxes represent subpopulations, and connections between boxes denote possible transitions between subpopulations. On the mesoscale and macroscale, the population state is depicted by the proportion of blue and red.
**Mesoscale:** Models on a mesoscale are characterized by reduced granularity compared to the models on a microscale. This is achieved, for example, in stochastic metapopulation and piecewise-deterministic models, by dividing the spatial environment into areas, called sub-populations. Within each subpopulation, individuals of the same status are considered indistinguishable, and an agent can interact with all other agents of the same sub-population anytime. On the contrary, interaction of agents from different subpopulations are considered rare in comparison. Despite the loss in spatial resolution compared to ABMs, mesoscale models offer a significant gain in computational efficiency and preserve important properties of the spreading dynamics. For this reason, they are often a model of choice for studying spreading processes in large populations.

**Macroscale:** Compared to models introduced above, models on a macroscale are the simplest representations of real systems, as they describe only the global change of the system over time. In large populations, the spreading process on a macroscale can be approximated by e.g. deterministic dynamics in the form of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). ODE models assume homogeneous mixing of the population, meaning that they do not consider any spatial component and thus do not involve mobility dynamics. This results in efficient simulations using ODE solvers, whose effort is independent of the population size. For this reason, ODE models of spreading dynamics are often used as surrogate representations of spatially resolved models.

More details about these modeling techniques will be described in the following text with respect to the individual applications in the past, present, and future social systems.
Spreading dynamics in ancient times differs in many aspects from the spreading we observe in modern times, especially in the types of interactions, the mobility patterns, and spatiotemporal scales. Due to the lack of modern transportation and communication technology in ancient times, most human interactions were happening on a local spatial scale, for example, in the same region. Human migrations over large distances happened less often and were governed by strong influences, such as social conflicts, unsuitable environmental conditions, and climate change. Both interactions, within and between different geographical regions, led to the spreading of socio-economic and technological influences that triggered cultural change [1]. However, modeling these dynamics is often hindered by the sparsity, incompleteness, and uncertainty of available data, due to a limited amount of archaeological traces. Obviously, these gaps and missing data are in most cases impossible to fill or obtain, as the past processes cannot be replicated or observed anymore.

Within the MATH+ project “Data-Driven Modeling of the Romanization Process of Northern Africa,” researchers at ZIB study cultural change in ancient Tunisia caused by the influence of the Roman Empire. Unlike infection dynamics, which usually assumes an interaction between two individuals, Romanization is a so-called complex meta process with different interacting layers, for example, on a social, political, and economic level. We study processes of change on these levels as important indicators of the Romanization process and use them to infer possible interaction and spreading dynamics [2]. The starting point of the Romanization process was in 146 BC, when the region, known nowadays as Tunisia, was annexed by Rome as the outcome of the Third Punic War. The African province expanded further in the following centuries, and we study its development until 350 AD.
Through a fruitful collaboration with the German Archaeological Institute, we were able to work with archaeological data on the Romanization in ancient Tunisia [2]. In this data set, the most important indicators for the cultural change are the settlement structures of different city types, reflecting the adaptation to the Roman administrative structure. To understand processes that triggered cultural change, the interaction dynamics governing the Romanization spreading needs to be uncovered. However, very little is known about the intercity and interregional interactions from this period and how these changed over time under Roman influence. Within this project, we approach the inference problem on the mesoscale, by considering interactions between different regions in Tunisia [2]. Inferring the interaction patterns and their temporal evolution are hard problems that can have many different solutions, since the same Romanization spreading pattern could have resulted from diverse inter- and intraregional interactions. We reformulate the inference problem to a minimization problem of finding interactions producing the spreading patterns that are close to the ones in archaeological records [2].

Historical networks of influence resulting from this research help understand complex processes of cultural change in ancient times.

**Figure 2:** Map 1: Settlement structure in 330 BC–30 BC; Map 2: Settlement structure in 30 BC–300 AD; Map 3: Settlement structure in 300 AD–640 AD; Maps 1–3 [13].
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many different types of models have been proposed to represent the spread of infection. A particular focus has been to study these models under a set of restrictions coming from implemented measures. Most of these models allow for the precise incorporation of real-life data, but face one major disadvantage: it is rather difficult to justify their use for predictions of scenarios with combinations of measures that have not been implemented in reality before. Agent-based models permit such accurate predictions of consequences of measures and thus facilitate modeling the spread of infection on the basis of the spatiotemporal agent interactions with realistic mobility and behavioral patterns. Researchers at ZIB together with partners from TU Berlin work on developing these kinds of ABMs to enable accurate assessment of entirely new (combinations of) measures. The mobility side of the model is based on real-world mobility data and contains complete daily activity chains for every agent [5,6]. The basic assumption is that an infection may occur when an infectious agent and a susceptible agent are in close proximity, for example, in the same room. In this case, the probability of an infection can be computed based on room properties, contact duration, and agent characteristics (see Fig. 3 and [5] for more details).

\[
p(\text{infect|contact}) = 1 - \exp\left(-\Theta \sum_{m} sh_{m} \cdot ci_{m} \cdot in_{m} \cdot \tau_{m}\right).
\]

**Figure 3:** Infection model. \(m\) is the sum of all agents, \(sh\) the viral shedding of the infectious agent, \(in\) the intake, \(\tau\) is the duration of the contact, \(ci\) the contact intensity, and \(\Theta\) an overall scaling parameter. \(sh\) and \(in\) can be reduced by wearing a mask, the \(ci\) depends on the room size and air exchange, and \(\tau\) is based on the mobility model. See [5] for more details.
The main advantage of our approach is that different countermeasures and vaccination effects can be built in directly. Therefore, such ABMs are optimal candidates for micromodels of the spread of infection with full built-in, real-world scenarios. Within the project MODUS-COVID, this ABM has been implemented on ZIB’s supercomputer for millions of agents. It has then been used for analyzing the infection dynamics in different regions of Germany (in particular Berlin and Cologne) and for making predictions of the effect of different combinations of countermeasures. Based on this, periodic reports to the German federal government were published (see https://www.zib.de/projects/mobilitaetsmodelle-berlin for the reports in German) that attracted significant public attention in national and international newspapers, radio and TV interviews (e.g. Tageschau), blogs, and other websites.

While ABMs are a useful tool for modeling spatiotemporal population dynamics, their computational cost is very high since a lot of very complex simulations are required to reliably sample quantities of interest. In particular, large numbers of agents render the sampling infeasible. To overcome this challenge, we have developed so-called model reduction techniques, which lead to a significant gain in computational efficiency, while preserving important dynamic properties. For example, based on a precise mathematical description of spatiotemporal ABMs, we derived a reduced model in terms of stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) that describes the evolution of agent number densities for large (but finite) populations. Thus, the model complexity and simulation costs can be drastically reduced [7]. Other approaches such as stochastic metapopulation models [8] or networks of ODEs [8], [9] have also been derived successfully.
Once a reduced model has been found – for example, an ODE model (see Fig. 4) – optimal parameters can be determined by using simulation data from the original ABM, generated from high-performance computing approaches. That way, reduced models can be built that allow many different combinations of countermeasures to be mimicked and represent some of the building blocks within a target model. In [6], we have demonstrated that this strategy allows the use of machine-learning methods for finding the optimal parameter set for all feasible combinations of given countermeasures. As demonstrated in [6], this allows the multiobjective optimization problem of finding optimal combinations of countermeasures to be solved.

Figure 4: An ODE-based approximation for an ABM modeling the spread of COVID-19. – A graphical representation of the reduced ABM. Shown are the modeled compartments and their relations. The modeled population is divided into 11 compartments: susceptible $S$, quarantined $Q_S$, exposed $E$, noninfectious self-isolated $Q_E$, infectious $I$, infectious self-isolated $Q_I$, symptomatic $S_Y$, hospitalized $H$, critical $C$, deceased $D$, and recovered $R$. Right: The differential equations describing the development of this system over time. For more details see [6].

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dS}{dt} &= -k_E \frac{S \cdot I}{N} + k_{SQ_S} - k_{QS} \\
\frac{dE}{dt} &= k_E \frac{S \cdot I}{N} - k_{IE} - k_{QE} \\
\frac{dI}{dt} &= k_{IE} - k_{RI} - k_{SYI} - k_{QI} \\
\frac{dS_Y}{dt} &= k_{SYI} + k_{SYQ_I} - k_{RSY} - k_{HSY} \\
\frac{dH}{dt} &= k_{HSY} - k_{RH} - k_{CH} \\
\frac{dC}{dt} &= k_{CH} - k_{RC} - k_{DC} \\
\frac{dD}{dt} &= k_{DC} \\
\frac{dR}{dt} &= k_{RI} + k_{RSY} + k_{RH} + k_{RC} + k_{RC} \\
\frac{dQ_S}{dt} &= -k_{SQ_S} + k_{QS} \\
\frac{dQ_E}{dt} &= -k_{QI} + k_{QE} \\
\frac{dQ_I}{dt} &= k_{QI} + k_{QI} - k_{SYQ_I} - k_{QI}
\end{align*}
\]
Modeling the Future: a Sustainable Mobility Transition

As for past and present social phenomena, spreading processes are an important element when analyzing potential future developments in social systems, such as whether or not sustainable behavior spreads through a population. Often, ABMs are used to model the underlying complex socio-ecological, -economic, and -technical systems. Beyond modeling alone, however, researching potential sustainability transitions requires dialogue processes with societal stakeholders, for example, from the policy and business worlds as well as citizens. Researchers at ZIB and FU Berlin, the Global Climate Forum, and Arizona State University are collaborating on the Decision Theater (DT), an instrument for combining models and discussion [10].

An example case is mobility in Germany: with transport emissions having remained at roughly the same level since 1990, DT participants discuss how to achieve the emission-reduction goals of the Federal Climate Change Act. They explore alternative policy options and expected future developments using the Mobility Transition Model (MoTMo); the modelers in turn benefit from the participants’ practical knowledge of the real-world problem for further developing MoTMo.

ABMs are easy to explain to non-modelers and DT participants can identify with the modeled agents. In MoTMo, people choose a means of transport for fulfilling their mobility needs – as all of us do almost every day. Agents represent the German population, statistically matching distributions of, for example, age, income, and population density. The spread of opinion – for example, about the convenience of electric vehicles or car sharing – is part of the agents’ mobility choice, as are collective decision-making in households under common budget constraints, spatial developments like charging infrastructure rollout, and policy setting. Within MATH+, we develop a mathematical formulation of this large-scale computational ABM. Even using the high-performance computing infrastructures at ZIB, MoTMo runs, based on millions of agents, take hours; however, precomputed results somewhat limit the interaction possibilities of DT participants with the model. As for COVID modeling, we thus need reduced models to forecast aggregate quantities. Here, these are, for example, the modal split, that is, how many people use which means of transport, or the resulting greenhouse gas emissions.

We can “automatically” obtain such reduced models using machine learning, based on several short simulations of the original system, for many different initial states. In this way, we get expected values of the dynamics – often not taking longer than a few complete simulations of the original model. For example, we compute a linear and finite-dimensional matrix L to approximate the infinite-dimensional infinitesimal generator of the Koopman operator using generator Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition [11], [12]. We obtain a reduced dynamical model by minimizing

$$\|d\psi - L^T \psi\|_F$$

for the transformed data matrices $d\psi_j$ and $\psi_j$ for the data $X$. If the initial points chosen cover the dynamics of the system well, the reduced model is a good approximation of the original system and can be used to forecast the behavior of the aggregate quantities in time.

**Figure 5:** Participants composing scenarios during a Decision Theater workshop in the Studio Da Vinci at ZIB.

**Figure 6:** Structure of the Mobility Transition Model.
One of ZIB’s research foci is to understand, model, and simulate biological processes. Small, localized changes in biological systems can have an effect on the whole system. Imagine a viral infection or taking a small dose of a drug; these processes start at the level of molecular interactions at tiny distances ($10^{-10}$ m) and time scales ($10^{-15}$ s) but have an effect on the body at much larger scales (meters, hours, days). The interplay of the different spatial and time scales as well as the role of randomness is a major research focus in the modern scientific landscape. ZIB is actively researching in this direction, in particular, it is investigating the basic principles of molecular interactions for the purpose of developing novel drug molecules which do not cause severe side effects.
Every biological process can be simplified by describing it as the net reaction of the interplay of excitation processes with inhibitory processes. The delay between excitation and inhibition dictates the equilibrium state the process will reach. The perturbation of such equilibria in our body causes diseases. For example, when inhibiting signals are lacking in the brain of individuals, they suffer from sporadic brain signaling and experience epileptic fits or seizures.

A disease perturbs the system and moves it into a new equilibrium. Perturbations need not be fatal, but rather occur over a long-time scale like in chronic disease and ageing. In such cases, by simply eliminating the disease, the system does not naturally need to return to the original equilibrium. For example, drugs can inhibit pain, but continued drug use has an effect on the patients’ heart, the digestive system, and the liver, leading to an altered physical state that cannot simply be reversed after
the medication is discontinued. Hence, it is not sufficient to only stop the disease, but it is also necessary to drive the system back to its natural equilibrium. To achieve the latter, it is required to study the multiple time scales by which the disease evolves and its downstream spatial effects, and also to take the biological stochastic effects into account.

At ZIB, several research projects try to shed light on complex multiscale biological processes. This article reports on a group of projects focusing on a new model for neural transmission, which encapsulates the effect of a drug intervention from signal transmission to pain inhibition. This model is the first to incorporate intracellular signaling, which is key for understanding the side effects of a drug. In the broader framework of this development, ZIB has aided its biologist partners toward better experimental design and data acquisition, and aims to enrich drug discovery in the future by also incorporating side effects into the drug-screening process through its mathematical models. In the longer term, ZIB aims to efficiently screen for new drugs without any major side effects and to cross-validate its mathematical findings in collaboration with their experimental partners in the wet lab.
Building Knowledge from Data

Curating and analyzing data is key to building a strong knowledge base from which realistic and meaningful mathematical models can be designed. ZIB is working with modern Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods to help its wet lab biologist partners to enrich their experimental setup and analysis pipelines. For example, we use AI to segment molecules in a cell from cryo-electron tomography to investigate their spatial distribution and interactions in the cell. Likewise, we use ML to look for small changes in the fluorophores that are attached to proteins to see their conformational changes. Such data sets, in turn, give ZIB an edge in accessing state-of-the-art data to feed into our mathematical models.

Segmenting Nanometer-Scaled Structures in a Cell

Cells are the basic structural and functional units of all organisms. Each cell consists of a membrane enclosing the cytoplasm, which contains a large number of different molecular structures like proteins and nucleic acids. Depending on the type of organism, the cell type, and the particular function of a cell, the composition of molecular structures inside a cell can vary immensely. The understanding of cellular and molecular processes therefore, as a first step, demands the identification of all molecular structures as well as their interactions in living cells. Several imaging techniques can be applied to obtain this information. Among those techniques, electron tomography allows the acquisition of three-dimensional images with the highest resolution. However, these images are often noisy and suffer from artifacts. As a consequence, they are difficult to analyze.

Over the last decade, researchers at ZIB together with their collaborators from different institutes have developed methods to extract macromolecular structures, in particular, filamentous structures like microtubules [1] and actin filaments [2] (Figs. 1 and 2). Apart from the segmentation of such structures, the stitching of serial-section tomograms [3] has played an important role in allowing large subcellular structures like the spindle apparatus to be fully reconstructed [4]. However, the previously employed methods for the detection of macromolecular structures are restricted to rather large molecules (Figs. 1 and 2). In order to allow the identification of smaller structures, ZIB researchers have recently started to explore deep neural networks (DNNs) for this task with promising first results. The large amounts of training data required for DNNs represent a particular challenge for this task. Therefore, the use of synthetically created training data is currently being explored.

Figure 1: Crowded cell environment reconstructed from cryo-electron tomography. At the bottom, a cross section of the tomogram is shown. The green surface depicts part of the reconstructed cell membrane. The elongated structures are actin filaments and the violet-blue macromolecules are ribosomes. Data courtesy: Alexander Rigort (MPI). Image courtesy: Norbert Lindow (ZIB).

Figure 2: Different view and close-up of the crowded cell environment shown in Fig. 1. Data courtesy: Alexander Rigort (MPI). Image courtesy: Norbert Lindow (ZIB).
Observing Real-Time Changes in Receptor Configurations

Cells are highly complex structures, in which many processes occur on a scale of milliseconds and even nanoseconds. Analyzing and examining them in vivo can be very difficult and intriguing. Difficulties mainly arise from the dynamic behavior of these processes and their sensitivity to factors like changes in temperature, drug induction, and more. However, one way of tackling these difficulties is to make use of single cell imaging, paired with fluorescent-based probes. This approach allows for the noninvasive in vivo observation of receptors in single cells at small time scales over time. Together with biologists from the Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine (MDC), researchers at ZIB have developed a single-pixel level, fluorescent-based, single cell imaging technique. Using this new technique, we have been able to uncover underlying heterogeneities, as well as coherency between small receptor instances and have discovered spatial clusters.

For example, we have been able to investigate the activation patterns of the \( \mu \)-opioid receptor, a drug target for pain inhibition in the brain; the dopamine receptor, a drug target for depression; and the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, a drug target for heart disease. We were able to study the activation behavior of the individual receptors on a live cell (Fig. 3).

\[ \text{cp-GFP sensor} \]

**Figure 3:** (Left) Sensor attached to the \( \mu \)-opioid receptor and the sensor being activated in the presence of an agonist. Generated using BioRender.com by Ali Isbilir (left) receptors emitting light after activation in a live cell (right). The spatial clusters found after spatial analysis.
Mathematical Modeling

The aim of ZIB is to design new drugs with reduced side effects. To achieve this, ZIB is designing spatiotemporal mathematical models to describe the disease and its downstream effects. In the case of pain inhibition, ZIB has developed mathematical models which capture the pain signal in the presynaptic region and the drug activating the receptors in the postsynaptic region that receives the pain signal, followed by the inhibition of calcium signaling through the activated receptor, which stops the pain signal from being passed on. This model spans from the nanoscale to the mesoscale, and all scales are important to understand the process, so that it is possible to design drugs that successfully interfere with the pain transmission while minimizing cascading side effects.

**NEURONAL SIGNAL TRANSMISSION MODEL – THE WAY PAIN WORKS**

A central example for a biological process that contains several length and time scales and is of special significance for drug development is the process of neurotransmission. It describes the information transfer from one neuron to another, and its disorders are involved in many diseases. At chemical synapses, the arriving electric signal is translated into the release of messaging molecules (neurotransmitters) that diffuse across the synaptic cleft and set off an excitation in the postsynaptic neuron. The neurotransmitters are contained in vesicles located near the presynaptic membrane in a region called the active zone. An arriving action potential prompts the opening of voltage-gated calcium channels in the active zone, which causes an inflow of Ca2+ ions into the presynaptic terminal. The ions dock to the primed vesicles, triggering their fusion with the presynaptic membrane, and thereby release the neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. See Figure 1a.

Vesicle release is a stochastic process in which the release probability – and thereby the postsynaptic current – is determined by the vesicle’s distance to the calcium channels. An appropriate model of the process must be able to replicate both the mean and the variance of the postsynaptic currents observed in electrophysiological experiments. Previously, this required computationally expensive numerical simulations of stochastic processes. Researchers at ZIB have developed a method for direct computation of the exact first- and second-order moments for models that generate the postsynaptic current by convolving an impulse response function with the output signal of a linear reaction network [5]. This renders expensive stochastic simulations obsolete. Furthermore, a spatially extended vesicle fusion model has been developed, which allows analysis of the dependence of the dynamics on the spatial location. See Figure 1b/c.
Figure 1a: Neurotransmission process at chemical synapses. Upon arrival of an action potential, voltage-gated calcium channels open in the active zone. The inflowing Ca$^{2+}$ ions bind to proteins on the surface of primed (docked and prepared) vesicles, causing them to release neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. After diffusing across the cleft, the molecules activate receptors in the postsynaptic membrane, triggering a new action potential.

Figure 1b: Model of synaptic vesicle fusion. Each release site can either be empty (state $P_0$), or there is a vesicle docked to it, which then switches itself between calcium-binding states: $R_0, \ldots, R_5$. From each of these states, fusion can occur, leading back to an empty release site and an increase in fused vesicles $F$. A docked vesicle can detach again, thereby resetting the release site to the empty state (unpriming reaction, see gray arrow).

Figure 1c: Variance of the current for different degrees of spatial coarseness. Note how a coarseness of $N_d=10$ is sufficient to approximate a much finer spatial resolution of $N_d=180$. 
POSTSYNAPTIC CALCIUM CHANNELS – A DRUG TARGET FOR PAIN RELIEF

Once neurotransmitters activate the receptors of the postsynaptic neuron, they evoke a multilevel signaling pathway, which have been modelled and analyzed at ZIB. It is composed of a biochemical reaction network which connects the receptor-ligand interactions to the G-protein cycle, and further to the signal cycle of calcium channel opening and closing, see Figure 2a. This model has been used for comparing the prototype opioid painkiller NFEPP, which had been designed at ZIB in previous years, to the conventional painkiller fentanyl. The studies showed a markedly diminished effect (i.e., less dissociated G-proteins and consequently a lower number of closed calcium channels) of NFEPP in non-injured environments (normal pH) compared to injured tissues (low pH), see Figure 2b. These insights confirm that NFEPP elicits less adverse side effects than conventional painkillers. Moreover, the studies indicated an enhanced constitutive G-protein activation but lower probability of ligand binding with increasing radical concentrations. The results suggest that, compared to radicals, low pH is a more important determinant of overall GPCR function in an inflamed environment. Such insights are far easier to investigate and explore through mathematical modelling than in the wet lab. Furthermore, ZIB aims to incorporate its mathematical modelling directly into the drug discovery pipeline, such that new drug screening can incorporate the downstream signaling insights into its search.

Figure 2a: Biochemical reaction network for the μ-opioid receptor signaling pathway, connecting the receptor cycle to the G-protein cycle and further to the signal cycle of membrane calcium channel modulation [6]. The focal point of the studies carried out at ZIB is the analysis of the impact that the rates for ligand-induced receptor activation (blue) and for constitutive G-protein activation (orange) have on the overall dynamics.

Figure 2b: Experimental in vitro data and optimally fitted ODE model. Dots represent the time course of ligand-induced G-protein subunit dissociation measured by FRET in HEK293 cells. FRET values were transformed into concentration of undissociated G-proteins by a scaling factor. Lines indicate the best-fit of the ODE model to the data (using optimal parameters).
DRUG DISCOVERY – STRIVING FOR MINIMAL SIDE EFFECTS

Throughout the last decade, ZIB has built up a deep understanding about cellular and subcellular structures, e.g., the distribution of different proteins on cellular surfaces. Even at the smallest length scales, at the level of molecular-protein interactions, we can derive structural information from experiments. On the basis of this knowledge, how proteins “look like”, new computational methods are developed which can figure out which kind of small drug-like molecules are able to interact with these proteins in a specific, desired way (VirtualFlow, [8]). The giant step forward during the last two years is given by the possibility to really find new drugs, which have the potential to reduce side effects, by applying VirtualFlow, (see Fig. 4).

VirtualFlow can search in a set of many million compounds for their interaction potential with given proteins. The interaction potential is mainly due to a high binding rate of the compound. VirtualFlow is one key to finding drugs. The other key is given by the idea of taking the chemical environment of the receptors into account, too [7]. In Figure 3 it is shown, what kind of drug design principles can be used in order to select drugs which allow for pain-relief without side-effects.

Simulating the molecular binding process for possible drug candidates includes many different time scales. The mathematical challenge when dealing with multiple timescales is to combine different mathematical models on different levels. The quivering of small molecules in the presence of proteins, their path into the protein’s active site in a stochastic back and forth motion, results in a quantity called the binding rate. This is how macro variables (binding rate) arise from the analysis of microsystems (molecular movement). This transition from microsystems to macro variables is from a mathematical point of view a projection, it has a projection error. This results in macrosystems having a kind of memory (called “rebinding effect”) and which are, thus, not Markov processes. As a consequence, using Markov models (e.g. stochastic differential equations) for modeling macrosystems without regarding the microsystem anymore, suffers from this projection error. Every projection to coarser scales amplifies this error. In the last year we developed a mathematical framework which accounts for a reduction of this error [9, 12]. We developed a projection method that takes into account information from different time scales [10] and a theoretical framework to analyse the effect of changing rates with regard to even coarser time and length scales [11].

Figure 3: A pain-relief drug (purple) can enter different parts of the body. There exist drugs which do not cross the blood brain barrier (BBB) and can not reach the brain. In different compartments of the body, the drug molecule generates different, listed effects. There exist drugs which only activate the G proteins and not the associated pathways. Furthermore, ZIB has designed NFEPP which only activates processes in inflamed (“unhealthy”) tissue. The “best” drug, however, has not been found yet. It would only activate G proteins and this only in inflamed tissue, because pain-relief is the wanted effect.

Figure 4: (a) With the aid of VirtualFlow it is possible to search for possible drug candidates in a huge space of chemical compounds. (b) The predicted binding affinity of drug molecules depends on the target protein (and its chemical environment) as well as on the selected small molecule (and its protonation state).
MULTIENERGY MODELS FOR EUROPEAN ENERGY
MODELS FOR SYSTEM PLANNING

Decarbonization of electricity alone is not sufficient to meet CO₂ reduction targets! Sector coupling is essential for an effective future low-carbon energy system.
Figure 1. The plan4res Consortium
In the Paris Agreement\(^1\) on Climate Change, the EU promised to reduce emissions and reach climate neutrality by 2050 while maintaining sustainability, security of supply, and competitiveness among the suppliers. The respective EU’s 2030 and 2050 targets imply a steep increase in renewable energy sources (RES). This transition will induce higher volatility of the energy systems. To face this challenge, balancing between regions has to be strengthened, requiring an integrated pan-European system that promotes strong cooperation and alignment between the individual countries.

ZIB took part in the efforts of reaching the Paris Agreement targets with a consortium from France, Italy, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Germany (see Fig. 1) in the Horizon 2020 project plan4res\(^2\). The project’s ambitious aim was to develop an end-to-end planning tool to successfully increase the share of renewable energy in the European Energy system without compromising system reliability.

\(^1\) https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement

\(^2\) Plan4res project web site: www.plan4res.eu
A massive transition of the pan-European energy system towards an increase in the share of RES will be required to meet EU's 2030 and 2050 targets. This transition will affect the energy production and transportation systems and all energy-consuming sectors. To achieve this transition involving the lowest cost, an integrated representation of the energy system is necessary to support the simulation of its expansion and operation. Such a representation involves diverse but highly interconnected models that work synergistically. It needs to retain modularity to tailor the tool for the needs of various stakeholders. Considering the increasing complexity of the energy models, developing and implementing this holistic modeling framework is technically challenging. The project plan4res addressed this challenge and aimed to fill the gaps between the available system analysis tools and the increasing complexity of the future energy system planning and operational problems.

After more than three years of joint work of research and industrial partners, the plan4res consortium presents a modeling framework enabling the users to select from available models appropriate to their questions and access methods and algorithms to solve these models. In addition, the plan4res data library, data transformation methods, and formatting tools give a head start to the users generating their problem instances. Furthermore, a containerized IT platform facilitates energy system optimization and planning problems by providing an entire runtime environment. Finally, the system has demonstrated its validity in three case studies covering the diverse requirements of different stakeholders.

Models for Holistic Energy System Planning

The plan4res Modeling Framework consists of interconnected layers of optimization models to enable integrated pan-European energy system modeling [1]. These layers impose various views on the energy transition problem to let users tailor the models to the requirements of different stakeholders. For example, one layer deals with investment decisions like grid expansion and new facility installation to support the optimal future energy mix. To account for the operational feasibility of these decisions, models in the next layer evaluate the results from the investment models in the operational planning context. Finally, the last layer consists of models for the electricity transmission grid and gas transport analysis with a high temporal and spatial resolution.

Researchers at ZIB implemented the gas network optimization model (GNO) [2]. It is a physical flow-based stationary model enabling us to represent the gas network by a bi-directional graph, and evaluate a scenario, the amount of gas flowing into/out of the gas network from entry/exit nodes, subject to the network. We model the gas flow according to non-linear equations of the thermodynamic laws, with gas pressure decreasing as it flows through pipelines. Binary decision variables of the GNO notate states of the active components used to regulate the flow through the network. Thus, the GNO represents a mixed-integer non-linear program (MINLP). We validate a scenario with the GNO by investigating whether the inputs at the entries and exits of the network are technically feasible. However, extending the problem we have previously tackled for one of the most extensive German gas transport systems [2] to a pan-European scale was highly challenging. As seen in several similar activities, the main concern has been the scarcely available pan-European gas transport network data [3], [4]. Besides, the GNO had to be spatiotemporally aligned to the electricity transmission grid operation model (TGOM). We developed and implemented an analysis method consisting of preprocessing publicly available gas network data and capacitated network flow-based models for generating gas in-/out-flow scenarios for a restricted region in Europe to overcome these challenges.
Open Data Enabling Integrated Energy System Planning

Reusability and public availability of the data in energy systems-related projects are essential to enable benchmark studies with the different models and tools developed for decision support. As participants of the plan4res, we acknowledged this requirement and took special care to document our data collection, transformation, and formatting [4]. We prepared a publicly available data library of non-confidential data used by the case studies in a format ready to be used with the plan4res tool. Together with the library, our data-related documentation is published in the plan4res public data repository at Zenodo.

New Methods and Algorithms to Solve Huge Energy System Optimization Instances

The plan4res modeling framework involves a high level of detail regarding the high integration level of different technologies such as gas, electricity, transport, and heating. Besides, technology, market, and climate conditions impose a high degree of uncertainty. A holistic assessment of these models at the pan-European scale results in complex and large-sized problem instances. The state-of-the-art solution methods and algorithms were not capable of analyzing the energy systems with the aimed scale and detail level in plan4res. Hence, under the lead of ZIB, the consortium partners spent substantial efforts to enhance the state-of-the-art by:

- implementation of advanced decomposition algorithms to require less problem-specific tailoring and coding with the facilitation of SMS++ modeling capabilities;
- addressing non-differentiable optimization solvers by the NDOSolver/FiOracle project and integrating it with the SMS++ and releasing it as an open-source library during the project;
- integration of the StOpt, the stochastic optimization library for solving large-scale seasonal storage problems [5] interfaced in the SMS++ modeling library to facilitate its use for addressing uncertainty in the models;
- enhancing the SCIP solver as a readily available out-of-the-box tool for all LPs, and MILPs solved in the project focusing on the specific structure of energy system models to exploit time- and spatial-indexed decision variables more efficiently (released with the SCIP Optimization Suite v7.0 and v6.0);
- extending SCIP to exploit modern shared-memory architectures through parallelization and development of a parallel presolving library (The Parallel Presolving Library, PaPILo v1.0, was implemented and made available online with SCIP Optimization Suite v7.0 as a new addition).

Finally, specific adaptations to fine-tune the methods and algorithms for the particular purpose of the plan4res models were demonstrated in the case studies. The selected solution methods were directly linked to implementation, e.g., via the plan4res IT platform.

---

3 https://zenodo.org/communities/plan4res
4 https://gitlab.com/frangio68/ndosolver_fioracle_project
5 https://gitlab.com/stochastic-control/StOpt
6 https://www.scipopt.org/
Plan4res Implementation and IT Platform

The plan4res IT platform and tools for facilitating implementation are among the most important products of plan4res.

SMS++, a modeling suite to enable the solution of big-size complex energy problems based on decomposition methods, was publicly released for the first time in the project. SMS++ allows users to develop a set of solution algorithms that can tackle very large-scale optimization problems under uncertainty. It was also integrated with SCIP during the project.

HPE developed the plan4res IT platform, a software container environment covering the entire lifecycle and all user contact points appearing during the project. Developers can use the platform to simultaneously build and deploy their energy modeling tools on different computational environments such as a laptop or a high-performance computing system. With its connection to the data store used by all project members, the container provides seamless access for different project members, even if they use different computational environments.

MAKE IT WORK – CASE STUDIES

In three case studies, we have successfully demonstrated the plan4res tool’s ability to model different viewpoints on the integrated energy system and solved the diverse resulting problem instances [6].

Case Study 1 modeled the transition of the multimodal pan-European energy system, including an integrated analysis of electricity and gas transport with perfect foresight, considering sector coupling of electricity, heat & cold, traffic, fuel/gas; and coupling to gas grids [7].

Case Study 2 focused on the strategic development of the pan-European transmission network without perfect foresight and considering long-term uncertainties in a transmission grid expansion model for the European Electricity System, through 2020 to 2060, with high shares of RES.

Case Study 3 assessed the feasibility of scenarios, cost of RES integration, and value of flexibilities for the European electricity system without perfect foresight [8]. In this case study, the value of different flexibility services was studied to analyze the amount of system cost reduction achieved by using the flexibilities.

---

7 https://gitlab.com/cerl/plan4res/p4r-env
8 https://gitlab.com/smspp/smspp-project
Highlights from Case Study 1: An Integrated Analysis of European High-Pressure Gas Transport Network and Electricity Transmission Grid

Natural gas in the European Energy System: The gas network is a substantial enabler of the European energy system considering the amount of energy stored and transported in the gas network. Twice the amount of energy transported in the whole electricity grid in Germany is transported in the gas grid. Its use is diverse - ranging from an energy source for heating and household usage over industrial use to electricity production. EU's natural gas supplies are constituted mainly by imports from countries such as Russia and Norway, and LNG imports.

As the network is highly interconnected, the security of supply at one region in the European continent cannot be considered exempt from the gas flow in the rest of the network.

Natural gas as a flexibility option: With the increasing share of RES in electricity production, gas-powered plants act as a buffer when RES cannot supply enough energy because of insufficient wind or sunlight. A gas network also acts as a flexibility to the energy system during the energy transition by storing gas. For example, the gas network can allow transportation and storage of hydrogen or synthetic gases produced by power-to-gas (P2G) technology from surplus electricity. Gas can also be compressed by electric-driven gas network components and stored in the gas network.

With our partners Siemens and RWTH Aachen University, we at ZIB addressed the multimodal energy system at the pan-European level to analyze the optimal energy mix (see Fig. 2). The first step was to define a transition pathway through 2020 to 2050, which considers costs, revenue streams, CO2 targets and sector coupling, by projecting the energy mix, investment, and retirements along the pathway. The second step was a detailed bottom-up analysis of the year 2040 including electricity market analysis and TGOM. Finally, the resulting hourly gas supply/demand schedules were evaluated using the GNO and analysis methods at the pan-European scale.

As gas presents an important flexibility option of the energy system, whether it is feasible to transport the demanded gas within the gas transport system has an ever-increasing value in the energy transition planning for mid-to-long-term decisions. We aimed to ask the question from the security of supply, existing capacities/infrastructures, and newly established services perspectives in Case Study 1.

The first challenge of the study was to align the GNO to the TGOM for interconnected operations. As observed from the substantially limited scales of the state-of-the-art academic studies, such an analysis is demanding even in the small-size test problems. Yet, in plan4res, we aimed to perform a pan-European scale analysis. We succeeded in the spatio-temporal integration of the two grid models at the data exchange level. This enabled us to provide feedback to upper stream models to improve the resulting gas schedules.

---

9 https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Artikel/Energy/gas-power-to-gas.html
The scarce availability of the pan-European gas network data constituted the second significant challenge. Available data from public resources were insufficient to model the pan-European gas network as an input to the GNO [3]. Otherwise, we could have performed the gas network analysis at once by formatting the available data of the whole European gas network and running the GNO with it to evaluate the scenarios. Instead, using our gas network modeling know-how, we developed a novel methodology to extend it to a pan-European scale and gas network data preprocessing consistent with the real world. First, we assembled a feasible data set from publicly available data sources for demonstration purposes consisting of:

(i) a data set for pan-European gas supply and demand constructed from open historical flow data and forecasts [4], and

(ii) an exemplary data set constructed for the German high-pressure gas transport network by improving another readily available data set and augmenting it with compressor and gas properties data [3].
Next, we generated practically relevant gas in-/out-flow scenarios for Germany given the European high-level gas network topology, TGOM results, pan-European gas demand, and supply forecasts. We evaluated those scenarios by the GNO for the German gas network. Since Germany is in the center of Europe connected to several other countries, this is used as a feasibility analysis of the pan-European cross-border energy exchange. This method integrates electricity and gas transport considering pan-European gas import and forecasts and demand and generation (P2G) results from TGOM with high spatial resolution.

While coping with the well-known data (integration-)problems, the gas data preprocessing studies in plan4res resulted in new methods that we successfully implemented, such as

(i) the sequential methodology that uses mathematical optimization model information to improve the network data and, hence, the analysis results, and
(ii) a method to estimate compressor and driver data based on partially available public data and network topology using our gas network modeling know-how.

As the list of questions on how to plan the energy transition is not getting any shorter, the plan4res framework and tools will help answer some of them. Still, publicly available data from transition system operators remains scarce and mostly limited to what transparency regulations require operators to share. A pan-European gas infrastructure data set, suitable to be used for physical-flow analyses, could provide the means to answer even more questions.
“It is difficult to trace back the history of the shortest path problem. One can imagine that even in very primitive (even animal) societies, finding short paths (for instance, to food) is essential. Compared with other combinatorial optimization problems, like shortest spanning tree, assignment and transportation, the mathematical research in the shortest path problem started relatively late.”

https://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/documenta/vol-ismp/32_schrijver-alexander-sp.pdf
Even if mathematical research in the field started late, it has been a big success story in the last 60 years. The perceptibility of solution strategies for shortest path problems and their applicability in practice constitute a loop in which researchers keep adding features (resource constraints, time dependency, etc.) to the original shortest path problem while still controlling the theoretical problem complexity and computational running times. Each cycle in this loop brings shortest path problems closer to the real-world demands of industry or everyday users. One of these problem variants is the Multiobjective Shortest Path (MOSP) problem.

In the MOSP problem, we seek to find paths that are (Pareto) optimal with respect to multiple optimization criteria that are equally important and concurrent. If we consider two paths, that cost $5 and $6, respectively, it is clear that the first one is preferable if the minimization of costs is our only objective. However, if we consider not only the paths’ price but also their duration as an optimization criterion, things become more difficult. Assume that it takes 7 minutes to traverse the first path and only 4 minutes to traverse the second one. Then, the paths’ cost vectors are ($5, 7 minutes) and ($6, 4 minutes) and it is not possible to decide which one is preferable since the first one is cheaper and the second one is faster. If these two paths were the only possible choice, they would both be considered to be optimal and thus the output of any MOSP algorithm. This output is often called a Pareto front of optimal or efficient paths.

For a company, a path’s overall costs usually reflect the sum of multiple cost drivers defined arc-wise on the input search graph. If the different costs of each arc are summed up, the company ends up with a classical shortest path instance. Algorithms for the problem will output a single path with optimal overall costs and will thus deliver little flexibility in further planning stages. In contrast, refusing to sum up the arcs’ costs leads to a MOSP instance. The solution set will contain an optimal single criteria path and further interesting solutions for the company. The Network

![Figure 1: Paths p, q, and r and their two-dimensional cost vectors. In multiobjective optimization, p and r are better than q. However, since both cost dimensions are equally relevant, p and r are both optimal paths.](image-url)
Optimization department at ZIB has been successfully cooperating with Lufthansa Systems GmbH & Co. KG for many years, a market leader in flight-planning systems. Two of Lufthansa Systems’ main cost drivers when planning aircraft trajectories are the flight duration and the fuel consumption. Often, an optimal solution for a single criterion scenario, using a weighted sum of time and fuel costs, is enough, but whenever infrastructures become overstrained and big delays become a threat, a Pareto front of optimal paths gives the possibility to choose a faster route even if more fuel is consumed. A solution to arrive “just in time” is probably in the Pareto front.

In general, multiobjective optimization solutions are mapped to multidimensional cost vectors that are then used to describe optimal sets of solutions. Consider two paths $p$ and $q$ connecting the same nodes in a graph. $p$ is said to dominate $q$ if $p$’s cost vector is at least as good as $q$’s cost vector in every dimension and there is at least one dimension in which $p$’s cost vector is better than $q$’s. Fig. 1 shows an example involving paths with two-dimensional cost vectors: the cost vector of $p$ is better than $q$’s in every dimension. However, it is not possible to decide whether $p$ dominates the path $r$ or $r$ dominates the path $p$. A path is said to be optimal or efficient if there is no other path that dominates it and connects the same end nodes.

An optimization problem is said to be intractable, if there is no algorithm that can solve all problem instances in polynomial time with respect to the size of the input. Even the easiest combinatorial optimization problems become intractable when their multiobjective siblings are considered. The reason is that even when two objectives are considered simultaneously, the number of optimal solutions can be exponential with respect to the input size. In the example in Fig. 1, it is easy to see that optimal paths can be added besides $p$ and $r$, hence increasing the cardinality of a solution set. Clearly, if an algorithm is expected to output exponentially many solutions, it cannot terminate after a polynomial number of steps.
We have discussed the practical advantages and the theoretical hurdles of the Multiobjective Shortest Path (MOSP) problem. Conventional wisdom in the operations-research community states that the former outweigh the latter. In other words: Even if the MOSP problem is hard in theory, it can be solved efficiently in practice. For this to hold and to scale properly as applications become bigger and more complex, the design of efficient MOSP algorithms is crucial.

This search for better algorithms can lead in two directions. First, the development of more efficient algorithms for general MOSP instances that can be used out of the box for a wide variety of problem variants. However, for many variants, especially those, that consider a large number of optimization criteria, the curse of dimensionality (more efficient solutions as the number of uncorrelated objectives increases) drives up computational complexity rapidly and specific problem structure must be exploited to achieve acceptable performance. This mandates the search for problem-specific algorithms.

In the Network Optimization department at ZIB, constant progress is made in both directions. In the following, we showcase two examples of this: the novel Multiobjective Dijkstra Algorithm (MDA) for general MOSP problems [1,2,3] and a graph- and monoid-based approach for price-sensitive routing in public transportation [4]. The MDA has been developed in cooperation with Lufthansa Systems in our joint effort to build a new generation of their core-optimizer VOLAR for flight planning. This research is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within the context of the MobilityLab of the Research Campus (MODAL), and also by the Berlin Mathematics Excellence Cluster Math+. Our second example, the price-sensitive routing algorithm was developed as a demonstrator in the collaborative research project Mobility Inside that was funded by the German Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport (BMVI).

MULTIOBJECTIVE DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM

The input of a general MOSP instance consists of a directed graph with multidimensional costs on its arcs and a source node from which all optimal paths are meant to start. In this scenario, all nodes other than the source node are regarded as targets. The output of any MOSP algorithm is supposed to be a Pareto front of optimal paths from the source node to every target node. These sets are not unique because the graph possibly contains two paths with equivalent costs connecting the same nodes. For every optimal cost vector, the output is expected to contain one path with these costs. Until the output is generated, paths can be separated into three categories: unexplored, explored, and processed. Unexplored paths are not yet seen by the algorithm. Processed paths are paths for which the algorithm could already decide whether they are part of the output or not. Big algorithmic differences arise in the way explored paths are handled. These are the paths that the algorithm has already discovered without finally knowing if they can be discarded or not.
Classical (label-setting) algorithms for MOSP follow a very straightforward policy for the storage of explored paths: every discovered path is inserted into a single priority queue and remains therein until the algorithm is able to decide whether the path becomes part of the output or is finally discarded. We have already discussed that the output of a MOSP instance can contain exponentially many optimal paths and clearly the output is a subset of the paths that are explored throughout a MOSP algorithm.

Thus, a priority queue containing all explored paths can become huge. Moreover, priority queues are sorted data structures. Keeping a container sorted when it is full consumes a lot of resources/time.

At ZIB we developed the Multiobjective Dijkstra Algorithm (MDA), a novel algorithm for MOSP problems that exploits structural properties to make the handling of explored paths more efficient in theory and practice [1,2,3]. Optimal MOSP solutions fulfill the so-called Bellman Equation. This property says that optimal solutions are built from optimal pieces. In our context, this means that an optimal path consists of optimal subpaths. Let \( v \) be a node and assume that the MDA just recognized an \( s-v \)-path \( p \) to be optimal and part of the output. Then, \( p \) is extended along the outgoing arcs of \( v \) and explored paths from the source node \( s \) to the successor nodes of \( v \) are created. These paths’ \( s-v \) subpath – it’s the path \( p \) – is optimal. Sometimes new explored paths obtained this way can directly be discarded.

Classical MOSP algorithms also recognize this situation. The novelty of the MDA is how the newly explored paths are stored if a decision upon their relevance cannot be made. Let \( w \) be a successor node of \( v \) and \( q \) the \( s-w \)-path via \( v \) that the MDA just explored. If the priority queue of the MDA does not contain any path ending at \( w \), \( q \) is inserted into it. However, if there is an \( s-w \)-path, say \( r \), in the priority queue already, the most important invariant of the MDA is enforced: at any point in time and for every node \( w \) in the graph, there is at most one \( s-w \)-path in the priority queue. Which one to keep, \( q \) or \( r \)? The answer depends on the lexicographic ordering of the paths’ cost vectors: the priority queue must contain the path with the lexicographically smaller costs. If we assume that \( r \) is the path kept in the priority queue, we have to ask ourselves how the MDA ensures that \( q \) is reconsidered later. Recall that the \( s-v \) subpath \( p \) of \( q \) is optimal and part of the output of the MDA. Thus, it has to be stored anyway for the duration of the algorithm. This means that the path \( q \) can be easily rebuilt by just repeating the extension of \( p \) along the arc \((v, w)\). At some point during the algorithm’s execution, the path \( r \) or another \( s-w \)-path is extracted from the priority queue that is synonymous to label the path as processed in the MDA. Then, the queue is again allowed to contain a new \( s-w \)-path. This new path is built out of the processed paths ending at the predecessor nodes of \( w \). The node \( v \) is among these nodes and the path \( p \) is a processed path ending at \( v \). Thus, the path \( q \), which is the extension of \( p \) along the arc connecting \( v \) and \( w \), is reconsidered and might be inserted into the priority queue.

Details apart, the key idea is that explored paths can be rebuilt as often as needed out of processed paths that have to be stored anyway since they are part of the final
output of the algorithm. This implies that throughout the algorithm, the size of the priority queue remains polynomially bounded by the number of nodes in the graph. Hence, the effort required to keep the queue sorted is smaller than in classical algorithms for MOSP. Fig. 2 compares the size of the priority queues of the MDA and a classical algorithm for MOSP while solving the same MOSP instance.

Figure 2: Size of the priority queue of the MDA and a classical algorithm for MOSP. Both algorithms solved the same MOSP instance.
We denote the number of nodes in the graph by \( n \), the number of arcs by \( m \), and the maximum cardinality of a Pareto front of optimal paths between the source node and a target node by. The running time bound for the MDA is expressed in terms of the input size and the output size of any MOSP instance and improves the running time bounds derived so far for MOSP algorithms. In case only two objectives are considered simultaneously, the complexity drops to which is the complexity of Dijkstra’s classical algorithm for shortest path problems times the maximum number of solutions to a single node. In other words: the intractability of MOSP problems forces any MOSP algorithm to possibly output exponentially many paths and in the biobjective case, the MDA does so by computing each solution as fast as Dijkstra’s algorithm does. This is the motivation for the name Multiobjective Dijkstra Algorithm.

The results of experimental results obtained from the comparison of the MDA with the state-of-the-art algorithm for MOSP by Martins on different types of practically relevant graphs are summarized in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5. We observe that the MDA outperforms Martins’ algorithm in every scenario.

**PRICE-SENSITIVE ROUTING IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION**

A traveler on public transportation usually aims to take the shortest route with the least number of transfers. However, additional criteria also play a role. For this problem, extremely fast specialized algorithms are available (such as RAPTOR). Arguably, the most important objective of a traveler next to travel time is the price of their journey and this objective is special. Namely, optimization criteria in MOSP can usually be represented as arc weights that are rational numbers of travel time functions that fulfill the FIFO (first-in first-out) property. Such arc weights then are simply summed up when calculating the cost of a route. This is not possible, however, for public transit fares. The problem is that they are often calculated in an intricate fashion involving several parameters. Prices can depend on the set of visited fare zones, the traveled distance, and the number of transfers and stops. Some modes of transportation might incur surcharges that are only to be paid once even if they are used multiple times on a journey. It turns out that all these “surrogates” of factors can be handled in a mathematical structure called a positive, partially ordered monoid. Optimization over such a monoid can be done using a general MOSP algorithm. The actual prices can be calculated from the surrogates in a post-processing step under mild technical assumptions that are fulfilled in practical settings. The result contains a Pareto front of optimal routes but most likely also several superfluous routes.

**Figure 3:** MDA (blue) vs. Martins’ (orange) algorithm on road networks with three-dimensional arc costs.

**Figure 4:** MDA (blue) vs. Martins’ (orange) algorithm on grid graphs with three-dimensional arc costs.
However, there are some caveats: optimizing only for price can mean optimizing for three or more implicit criteria and many of the resulting routes will in the end not be optimal in price. Think of a fare system that bases prices on distances for short trips but for longer journeys on fare zones. Then, depending on the distance between origin and destination, a route of shortest distance is not necessarily a useful result. This outcome is caused by the fact that the dimensions of the monoid (i.e., the different optimization criteria) are interdependent. However, interdependences also have their pros - in fact, they can be exploited in the following way.

For every public transit journey, a ticket has to be bought. If we prolong a journey, this ticket might lose its validity and must be replaced by a more expensive ticket. We say the ticket transitions into another one. We model these transition relations in a ticket graph where nodes represent tickets and arcs represent ticket transitions. Each transition arc is annotated with a transition function that indicates in which state of the monoid the transition will be made. An example of such a ticket graph can be seen in Fig. 5.

We can identify every path in the routing graph with a path in the ticket graph giving its ticket and price. Path relations in the ticket path can then be used to determine dominance relations between tickets. For example, if we compare two paths with the same ticket without outgoing edges, we immediately know that it suffices to keep only one of them in the solution set. In general, the ticket graph can be used to infer domination relations between tickets that were previously incomparable. Additionally, price-based pruning schemes at the target node can be established [4].

Mitteldeutscher Verkehrsverbund (MDV), a public transport association in eastern Germany, services a network consisting of 5,576 routes and 4,371 stops. Ticket prices depend on a set of 56 fare zones, distance traveled in kilometers, the number of visited stops, and the number of transfers (see Fig. 5 for an illustration of the ticket graph). A naive MOSP approach optimizing only the number of transfers, the arrival time, and the number of visited fare zones took an average 4.6 seconds per query and found 47 routes out of which most are not optimal in price. The ticket graph approach, however, found the Pareto set in only 243 ms: a reduction of 95%.

Since travel time and price of a journey are usually correlated, our method can be combined with the bounded multi-objective RAPTOR algorithm recently introduced by Delling et al. (2019). Here, only routes whose travel time and transfers differ by at most a fixed distance from the Pareto front are taken into account. Even when using a large distance of 60 minutes and two transfers, computation times can be reduced to less than 30 ms while decreasing the size of the Pareto set from 2.62 to 1.83 on average.

---

**Figure 5:** MDA (blue) vs. Martins’ (orange) algorithm on airway networks with two-dimensional costs.
Multiobjective shortest path algorithms are currently becoming algorithmically feasible for a variety of important planning problems, in particular, but not limited to, traffic and transportation. The ability to choose from several Pareto-optimal solutions, balancing the trade-offs between competing objectives, provides managerial and operational degrees of freedom that translate directly into better decisions. Knowledge of the Pareto front yields insight and can be used to identify options for compromise as well as bottlenecks and opportunities for improvements. Of course, there is a possibly very large number of criteria to consider. But, to close with a citation by Vilfredo Pareto, the inventor of multiobjective optimization, “For many events, roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. [...] If you’re Noah, and your ark is about to sink, look for the elephants first, because you can throw over a bunch of cats, dogs, squirrels, and everything else that is just a small animal and your ark will keep sinking. But if you can find one elephant to get overboard, you’re in much better shape.”

Figure 6: The ticket graph for the fare system of MDV (Saxony). There are seven tickets for zone-based fares, as well as fares for the cities of Halle (H) and Leipzig (L) and several smaller cities (C1, C2). Additionally, there are tickets with special discounts for short travel distances (D, DL, DK) and a maximal price (M). Arcs represent possible ticket transitions.
EXPLAINABILITY AND INTERPRETABILITY IN DEEP LEARNING
The safe deployment of AI systems in high-stakes applications such as autonomous driving, medical imaging, or criminal justice requires that their decisions can be scrutinized by humans.

Traditional machine-learning models such as k-nearest neighbors, decision trees, or sparse linear models allow for a straightforward understanding of the reasoning process. However, state-of-the-art accuracy is generally achieved by training deep neural networks that are regarded as black-box models.

This has spawned the field of explainable AI (XAI), which aims to make modern machine-learning (ML) models more transparent.
A first step toward explaining the reasoning of a classifier is to decide which input variables were important for the decision and which were not. So-called salience attribution methods rate the input variables for their importance in an individual decision. A large number of heuristics have been proposed that visually display their attributions as a heat map, called a salience map. To measure the efficacy of these methods, there are two approaches:

1. Human-based evaluation: humans rate the saliency explanations directly, rating how useful they find the explanation.
2. Evaluation by proxy task: the explanation is used for a quantitative proxy task whose score is correlated with the quality of the salience map.
Rate-Distortion Framework

One of the most used proxy tasks is input obfuscation, described in [1]. The idea is that leaving out unimportant features from the input does not strongly influence the classifier decision while removing the important features does. Removing a feature is realized in this case by replacing it with a random variable from a baseline distribution. This can be seen as a rate-distortion problem, where the rate is the number of included features and the distortion is the expected deviation of the original classifier output. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 as a problem for two parties (Alice and Bob) that share the same classifier network. Alice tries to convince Bob of the true class of an image while transmitting as few pixels as possible. We can thus directly define the important input variables as a small subset $S$ of the variables that ensures a distortion below some $\epsilon > 0$. There is a clear trade-off in that smaller $\epsilon$ that will require a larger set of input variables.

To practically solve this problem for highly nonlinear neural network classifiers, we rely on a convex relaxation of set membership. Instead of a binary decision to keep an input fixed or replace it with noise, it is a convex combination of both.

To calculate the expectation of the classifier deviation, we make use of the Assumed Density Filtering (ADF) framework that propagates Gaussian distributions through the network layers, relying on a projection step after each case of nonlinearity. We have shown that there are no "cleverer" distributions that do not require such a projection step [2].

Combining the two ingredients of ADF and convex optimization of set membership leads us to our own salience attribution method, called Rate-Distortion Explanation (RDE) [3]. We keep the continuous values from the optimization as the saliency map. Ordering them by size and thresholding them back to binary gives us a greedy strategy to select the most important features for any given rate. This raises the question how close our method comes to finding the optimal sets. However, due to the complexity of the task, it is not possible to show strong guarantees for our method or for any other computationally efficient method.
This idea is strongly related to a concept in abductive logic, called prime implicants. We consider a $d$-ary Boolean function $f$ and a given assignment to the $d$ input variables $x$. An implicant is the smallest set of variables that, if assigned to their value in $x$, guarantees that $f$ will output $f(x)$ no matter what is assigned to the rest of the variables. A prime implicant is a subset-minimal implicant (i.e., a set that cannot be made smaller by omission while remaining an implicant (see Fig. 2). Applying this concept directly to classifiers in high-dimensional domains (images for example) is not practical, since any small part of an image can be manipulated to change the classifier decision. This can be achieved by so-called adversarial patches [T. Brown, D. Mané, A. Roy, M. Abadi, J. Gilmer, 2017]. Thus in [4], we extended the concept to probabilistic prime implicants, where the implicant property only has to hold for a certain probability for all possible assignments.

It can be shown that solving the rate-distortion problem for a fixed distortion is equivalent to finding small probabilistic implicants, which we proved to be an NP$^*$PP-hard problem, a complexity class that lies even beyond the already challenging NP-class. Furthermore, finding implicants that only approximate the optimal set within any nontrivial approximation factor is an NP-hard problem. It is thus not possible to prove useful guarantees for computationally efficient methods. We will thus have to rely on numerical evaluation of the salience maps to demonstrate their merit.

Figure 2: Left: The Boolean function $Φ : \{0,1\}^8 \rightarrow \{0,1\}$ decides if a binary string contains a substring of three consecutive zeros. A relevant subset of input variables is highlighted. Right: The subset is relevant, since it is sufficient to predict the function output independent of all other input variables. In this example, the relevant set is not unique, as a second substring of three consecutive zeros exists.
The initial formulation for RDE used an L1 penalty to bias the solution toward higher sparsity levels. Proximal methods, which are typical for such composite functions, tend to first produce dense iterates that are sparsified toward the end of the solution process. This may imply that the solution obtained after a finite number of iterations is not as sparse as expected, but also that each iteration is working on a dense iterate.

In [5], we replaced the penalty-based sparsity term with an explicit constraint on the L1 norm of the solution. The obtained problem is then solved using a Frank–Wolfe approach, which, by design, constructs sparse iterates throughout the solution process. The sparse structure of the iterates accelerates many elementary operations performed at each iteration and saves on the memory footprint of the algorithm.

The values of the optimal relevance map are not as important per se in the interpretation as the ordering of the variables it induces. An alternative idea for RDE is therefore to directly compute optimal ordering of the variables. A given rate \( k \) would then induce a selection of the \( k \) first variables of the ordering. The set of permutation matrices defining an ordering is discrete but its convex hull, the Birkhoff polytope, can be used as a convex proxy with a well-defined linear minimization oracle calling the Hungarian algorithm, thus allowing us to leverage Frank-Wolfe to compute optimal ordering over the average of all rates.

Computational results show that the single-rate formulations perform well for their fixed rate but poorly when the rate is changed while the ordering-based formulation performs well across all rates.

Compared to the penalty-based formulation, the constraint-based formulation using Frank-Wolfe performs better at lower rates and similarly at higher rates.
Evaluating Relevance Maps

As mentioned, there are two approaches to evaluate XAI methods, one human-based and the other based on proxy tasks. While human-based evaluations directly measure what we want, namely that the interpretation is helpful to humans, they are difficult to scale and generalize from one setting to another. We thus aim to evaluate the different saliency methods with a fitting proxy task. Most of these tasks, like the input obfuscation described earlier, rely on evaluating the function off-manifold. The classifier has never been trained with parts of an image randomized, so inspecting the output of the function is not necessarily a good indicator of how the classifier reasons on-manifold (i.e., with complete pictures). To remedy this issue, we directly trained a neural-network-based agent on missing features.

We selected a reinforcement-learning problem of playing simple two-player games in [6]. We made use of the fact that neural networks emerged as the strongest models for reinforcement learning, for example, the first model to beat a human GO champion. Using games instead of image classification has the advantage that the input is low dimensional with weaker correlations between adjacent features. An image with random pixels hidden could likely be reconstructed using inpainting. We focused on the simple game of Connect Four illustrated Fig. 3.

The policy network of our agent maps a board state to a probability distribution over all possible moves, from which the next move is sampled. To allow the agent to always choose valid moves, we only hide the color features, not whether a field is occupied. The agent can directly be trained on missing information by randomly hiding the color features during training.

To compare different saliency methods, we devised the following setup: a masker and a player are paired against a second team of the same form. The masker, equipped with a salience method, can present a limited amount of information to their player, who then selects the next move. We demonstrated that better information leads to the agents playing better. We then directly compare salience methods by letting them play against each other. This setup has three advantages over image obfuscation:

1. It is canonically clear how missing features can be modeled.
2. There is no need to evaluate the network off-manifold.
3. We have a concrete task (winning the game) to use for comparison.

We show the win rate of commonly used saliency methods in a round-robin tournament in Fig. 4. The method based on RDE with a Frank–Wolfe optimizer is denoted as FW. As we can see, it is among the best performing methods. We thus demonstrated how concepts taken from abductive logic combined with convex optimization methods can lead to useful saliency methods that, while still being heuristics without guarantees, use heuristics commonly used in optimization that are generally well trusted.

Figure 3: Connect Four as a two-vs.-two-player game. The masker chooses which color features to reveal to the player (at most half of the played pieces). The player then decides on their move based on this partial information.
Figure 4: Results of the tournament between different salience methods. The number represents the win rate of row vs. column over 1,000 games. Draws are being counted as a half win for each.
EXPLOSION IN SPACE
Challenging the Intractable
Many problems in both computing and our daily life boil down to finding optimal solutions. This includes finding the quickest route from one place to another, dividing work between a number of people, or finding the best order in which to visit cities during a vacation trip, but also many more application-specific problems such as VLSI floor planning, multiagent planning, scheduling, and efficient code generation in compilers. Small instances of these problems are often easy to solve but for larger practical instances, the number of possible solutions grows exponentially, reaching quickly intractable dimensions that have become known as explosion of the search space. If a computer were to try and find the best solution by brute force (i.e., trying out every single one), it wouldn’t finish for possibly thousands of years.

Can we still find an optimal solution within a few hours to a few days? By augmenting backtracking with problem-specific intelligence, we obtain heuristic search methods as a powerful tool to tackle these challenges. In our recent work, these methods have been refined through the development of better ways to make problem-specific knowledge guide the search to the best solution.
Search in Galaxy-Scale Graphs

The heuristic search approach models search problems by finding the shortest path from an initial configuration (e.g., an empty schedule, an initial configuration of agents, etc.) to a target configuration (e.g., a completed schedule, a goal configuration of agents, etc.) by following a series of edges through a graph. Each traversal of an edge modifies some state of the problem and has a cost associated with how expensive it is to perform this modification. While the shortest path problem is usually considered fairly easy to solve, the state space graphs of real-world problems often have orders of magnitude with more vertices than there are atoms in the universe. Even an algorithm that is usually fast is ineffective with inputs of that size.

Heuristic search attacks the shortest path problem with a graph search algorithm augmented with a heuristic function, providing a lower bound on the cost needed to reach the goal from an arbitrary configuration. Being derived from extra knowledge about the problem space, the heuristic function allows us to quickly ignore bad edges and directs us toward the solution like a compass would direct you toward a destination. Due to this extra information, large swaths of the search space can immediately be disregarded and the set of vertices that actually need to be checked is reduced to a manageable amount.

PATTERN DATABASES AND A MODEL PROBLEM

As a model problem for this approach, our group and the community have long studied sliding tile puzzles such as the well-known 15 puzzle and its 5×5 cousin, the 24 puzzle. The 24 puzzle is particularly useful in the study of heuristic search methods, as its problem instances are right at the edge of being intractable by current approaches. In addition, its regular structures enable convenient exploration of diverse strategies to improve heuristic search methods. The mapping of the 24 puzzle to a heuristic search problem is simple: each puzzle configuration is a vertex in the search space and each move is an edge of unity weight connecting the two configurations it transitions between.

The current state of the art for the construction of problem-specific heuristics is an approach called a pattern database or PDB. In this approach, the problem is abstracted into a simpler problem, usually by leaving out parts of the problem state. All instances of the abstracted problem are then solved by exhaustive search of the abstracted search space and a table of solutions is obtained. As the solutions of a properly abstracted problem cannot be longer than solutions to the full problem, this table serves as a lower bound and thus as an excellent heuristic for the problem we are trying to solve.

When demonstrating this idea on sliding-tile puzzles, such a simplification can be achieved by choosing a few tiles from the puzzle and discarding the others (see Fig. 1). A puzzle comprising only a few tiles has a lot less states than the full puzzle and its solutions can be tabulated. Since solving the full puzzle also involves moving each tile in the simplified puzzle to its goal position, a solution for the full puzzle cannot be shorter than a solution for the simplified puzzle, making it an admissible heuristic.

Figure 1: A five puzzle abstracted to the {1, 3, 4} and {2, 5} partitions. Additive pattern databases (APDBs) only consider the tiles in their partitions, treating the rest as free space.
Patterns and Partitions

If some pattern databases for the same problem then each consider disjoint sets of the problem state (e.g., in the case of the 24 puzzle, disjoint sets of tiles), the heuristics described by these PDBs are additive and can be summed up into an even more powerful heuristic. By finding such clever partitions of the problem state, the true potential of pattern database heuristics is found. For example, Fig. 2 shows how the solution to a five-puzzle instance is predicted through two pattern databases. The prediction is quite accurate but fails to account for two of the moves.

The main disadvantage of pattern databases is their memory consumption. Having previously studied the effectiveness of TB-sized pattern databases [4], our research has since found ways to reach similar or even better performance by combining several smaller pattern databases and a way to compress pattern databases by a factor of eight using differential encoding [3], paving the way to better resource utilization and the use of highly parallel but memory-starved computing models such as GPUs, caches for vector units, or limited high-bandwidth memory (HBM) of modern supercomputer architectures.

Figure 2: A puzzle instance is decomposed into the \{1, 3, 4\} and \{2, 5\} partitions. The pattern databases for each partition contain the shortest solutions for each configuration of tiles in their partitions. Added together, the lengths of these partial solutions predict the length of the full solution. The prediction may not be exact but is never longer than the correct length.
To improve this idea of partition state, we have developed an extension to pattern databases called zero-aware pattern databases (ZPDBs) that improves the predictive power at a reasonable cost in size by taking into account not just the simplified problem state, but also classes of restrictions on the possible state transitions in the simplified state coming from parts of the problem we have simplified away. Because these restrictions do not correspond to any particular bit of state but rather to the configuration as a whole, they can be taken into account in each pattern database of partitioning without affecting additivity.

Going back to the sliding-tile puzzles, we have implemented this idea by not only tracking the location of some tiles in a pattern database, but also which region of the tray the field not occupied by any tile in the full puzzle (blank) may reside (see Fig. 3). We can assume that all squares not occupied by tiles in the simplified puzzle, but not in the region we believe the blank to be in, are occupied by other tiles we did not track in this PDB. Hence, moves that would affect these regions cannot occur in the full puzzle and cannot be considered when solving the simplified puzzle. The result is a pattern database that occupies a bit more space due to the need to track a new bit of state, but with greatly enhanced predictive power. For example, the number of graph nodes expanded in the solution of a set of 24 puzzle instances was reduced by a remarkable 38% on average, just by tracking move restrictions due to the blank region.

Fig. 4 shows how this affects a concrete instance of the five puzzle. Compared to Fig. 2, the two pattern databases now predict the length of the solution correctly. The two moves previously not accounted for are visible to the \( \{1, 3, 4\} \) ZPDB in which the previous shorter solution is excluded due to the new move restrictions.

![Figure 3](image-url) The ZPDB improves on the APDB by also tracking in which connected region of the tray the blank spot resides. In this case, it may either be to the left or to the right. Moving tiles into spots that are known not to contain the blank tile is forbidden.

![Figure 4](image-url) By tracking where the zero tile resides, the PDB’s prediction becomes more accurate as it understands which moves that seem possible in the abstracted configuration are not actually possible once the other partitions’ tiles are filled in.
At the Frontier of the Unsolvable

Using pattern databases is like trading space for time. The larger the pattern database, the faster the search, which works well up to a certain level. But for a given database size, which pattern database has the most potential to gain speedups? In our recent publication [2], which won us the best-paper award at SoCS2021, we have proposed a novel metric to ascertain the effectiveness of heuristics for IDA*, a popular heuristic search algorithm based on iterated depth-first search, and understood how lower bounds produced by the heuristic for different parts of the search space influence the speed of the search [1]. Based on this research, we can make informed decisions about what heuristics the memory budget is best spent on. In future research, we plan to use this knowledge to algorithmically tune the parameters of PDB heuristics for optimal performance at the same or lower memory consumption.

A major problem hampering the use of heuristic search in modern applications is the lack of parallelism in the standard search algorithms. In previous research, we have developed various approaches to parallelize IDA* [5] and customize methods [6] based on the related A* algorithm, a variant of breadth-first search. In future research, we would like to improve on these methods by reducing the communication and synchronization overhead and making the algorithms more scalable to modern highly parallel high-performance systems. This way, the envelope of what is tractable can be pushed further, enabling novel useful applications to be tackled.

Our work group looks back to a great portfolio of important improvements in the area of heuristic search and to a long tradition of international collaboration with key research groups in this area. To this end, ZIB has also provided a forum for the community to share their newest research in our 2018 “International Workshop on Pattern Databases and Large-Scale Search.”

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The scalability and parallelization of heuristic search in large-scale systems remains challenging, but investigating new approaches for high-performance parallel heuristic search beyond the state of the art seems to offer quite some potential for further improvements.

Another future field of research is the application of heuristic search techniques for program optimization and compilation. Using heuristic search methods, instruction selection and register allocation techniques could be improved with the eventual goal of being able to automatically find the optimal instruction sequence for a given piece of code.
Over the last years, heterogeneity has become the key element for building advanced and energy-efficient computing systems. Here, we see not only the diversity in the processor landscape but we also acknowledge technological innovations for byte-addressable storage as well as for designing smarter networks. These three areas with their technological evolutions are orthogonal as visualized in Fig. 1. For next-generation systems and for most of the theoretical combinations, real hardware is or will be available soon.

**Figure 1:** Illustration of the multidimensional space of heterogeneity in today’s computer architectures (see text for explanation). Shown are (left) the current “LISE” HPC system of the NHR@ZIB, a CPU-only system comprising nodes with a traditional dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) configuration and some nodes with storage-class memory (SCM), (middle) a near-future GPU extension with high-bandwidth memory (HBM) on GPU package and potentially data-processing units (DPUs) in the network, and (right) an hypothetical FPGA cluster with FPGA boards comprising all three memory technologies and infrastructure-processing units (IPUs) as part of the smart network.
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MASTERING MULTIDIMENSIONAL HETEROGENEITY OF COMPUTERS
With these multiple options for processors, memory, and network, the aspect of a sufficient system balance becomes more challenging: (i) for the systems provider, if multiple user communities with a broad range of workloads need to be supported, and (ii) for code developers and users as problem sizes and simulation scenarios impact the overall performance depending on the chosen hardware configuration.

The balance of a HPC system – i.e., the balance of the performance of the individual architectural elements from compute over memory access and network (latency, bandwidth) to finally accessing data on persistent storage – was already one of the key design goals for supercomputers in the 1990s. At this time, system designers like Seymour Cray or Kenneth Batcher made their comments to emphasize the importance of this subject.

“A supercomputer is a device for turning compute-bound problems into I/O-bound problems.”

(Kenneth Edward Batcher)

“Anyone can build a fast CPU. The trick is to build a fast system.”

(Seymour Roger Cray)

One approach to estimate the balance of compute capabilities and access to memory is to run the famous STREAM [4] benchmark which already provides a defined metric of “Machine Balance” [https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/].

Here, we want to explain how this multidimensional heterogeneity can be mastered by users and code developers.

---
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Although in the last decade, general-purpose CPUs evolved to many-core processors with an increasing number of functional units, graphics-processing units (GPUs) made their way into mainstream computing architectures as compute building blocks to accelerate certain workloads. Another implementation of a highly parallel compute device architecture are vector processors (vector engines – VE) that became popular in the 1970s, dominated the HPC market till the 1990s, and are on the rise again today. If performance per watt is a key requirement, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are an alternative in power-restricted compute environments nowadays. Whereas GPUs, vector engines, and FPGAs can be efficiently used for different classes of workload, the need for highly energy-efficient solutions triggered the development of special-purpose processors, for example, particularly in the AI segment over the last few years.

The key motivation for this diversity in processor architecture is the increasing need for energy-efficient solutions (i.e., the highest performance per watt ratio). Strictly speaking, there was never a one-size-fits-all solution but one was more willing for compromises in the past. Today, the focus of providers and other stakeholders in the HPC segment is on energy efficiency as well as usability and security. Ideally, one would select the best fitting processor/accelerator and memory architecture for each workload. This idea led to the aforementioned diversity of mainstream processor architectures.

Given the new variety of computing hardware, the question arises how these devices are programmed. Related to that is the performance of the resulting code, its portability across architectures, and the time it takes to produce such a code, which is referred to as productivity.

**Figure 2:** Schematic key characteristics of many-core processors (CPU), vector engines (VE), general-purpose graphics units (GPU), and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA). The many CPU cores are latency optimized. Vector engines have multiple compute cores and are traditionally designed for exceptional memory bandwidth and balance. GPUs implement a very high count of smaller compute cores for parallel processing and usually a high memory bandwidth. In contrast to all these devices, FPGAs provide a fundamentally different approach, since spatially distributed elemental logic blocks can be algorithm-specific connected and thus hardware adapts to the algorithm.
From a pure language perspective, there is hardly any need to switch to new programming languages. Traditional procedural languages, such as C/C++ are often the foundation to program accelerators. For GPUs, vendors added syntax elements, such as implicit variables and keywords, to C/C++. These additions allow relatively low-level access to the GPU functionality and allow to specify kernels (i.e., per-item operations) which are later executed on the GPU. With the help of runtime functions, management tasks like memory operations and device selection are performed.

Historically, Nvidia’s CUDA programming interface is an example of such a language extension to program their GPUs. Besides minor differences, the AMD counterpart Heterogeneous-Compute Interface for Portability (HIP) strongly resembles the extensions CUDA made to C/C++. This eases but does not fully provide code portability across devices from these and other vendors and their productivity can be rated as medium (see Table 1).

On the other side, vendor-neutral industry standards aim to achieve portability. The Open Compute Language (OpenCL) and SYCL are native libraries for C and C++, respectively. They allow cross-platform programming on a higher level of abstraction. Therefore, they provide more portability than, for example, CUDA. However, both approaches require support by runtime libraries and compilers. For SYCL, a large ecosystem of appropriate implementations has been established over time that currently supports the programming of GPUs, CPUs, and FPGAs from different vendors using the C++ language.

Nevertheless, SYCL is still quite new compared to CUDA and recently gained additional attention with the release of the oneAPI programming framework by Intel. While the code portability provided by SYCL is desirable, the efforts to port existing CUDA codes to another programming interface may hinder researchers from going in this direction. To lower the burden of this task, a compatibility tool was provided by Intel that assists developers in the migration from CUDA to Data-Parallel C++ (DPC++) which is Intel’s SYCL implementation with some extensions.
Although SYCL provides vendor-neutral code portability to different platforms, its usage is limited to C++. For code bases written in Fortran, this is hardly an option. For Fortran support, the directive-based Open Multi-Processing standard (OpenMP) allows to annotate code with compiler instructions. With such approaches, which can also be used in C/C++, code regions can be marked to be executed on accelerators and data movements to and from accelerators are marked in a similar way. This allows incremental migration of code without major rewrites and enables higher productivity. While the GPU support of OpenMP for GPUs matured over time and its functionality converged with the competing Open Accelerator (OpenACC) specification, the support for FPGAs was hardly investigated. Within the OKRA-HPC project, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the working group Algorithms for Innovative Architectures (A4IA) showed that support for this class of devices is also possible with this directive-based standard.

The usage of directives simplifies the usage of accelerators, but still requires declaring data locations and which pieces of a code are intended for accelerators. An even more elegant way to use devices is to let the compiler fully decide which code portions should be accelerated. Recent language changes in Fortran and C++, which allow expressing dependency-free loops, relieve programmers of the task of writing device-specific code.

With such a high level of abstraction from the targeted device, almost all control over the resulting code is handed over to the compiler. The performance may not be as optimal as code written with libraries closer to the hardware, like CUDA and SYCL.

This kind of approach is often helpful for getting codes to accelerators with only minimal efforts. However, if more control is needed, lower abstraction will generally be required. This opens an additional dimensionality in the first dimension of heterogeneity as illustrated in Fig. 3. Software developers must find an appropriate position to develop code for accelerating devices and choose a degree of abstraction, portability, and productivity (see Table 1).

---

**Figure 3:** Levels of abstraction and control for programming heterogeneous devices.

**Table 1:** Programming Languages and Standards for Heterogeneous Computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Portability</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Target Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia CUDA</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>Nvidia GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD HIP</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>AMD GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYCL</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>CPU, GPU, FPGA, and other compute devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenMP</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>CPU, GPU, FPGA, Vector Engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenACC</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>CPU, GPU, FPGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Languages</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>CPU, GPU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dimension 2: Choosing the Right Memory for Data

With the rise and evolution of the microprocessors, the gap between processor speed and memory performance began to increase. Innovations in on-chip packaging technology, the assembly of chiplets, and 3D stacking enabled the introduction of a new memory category close to the processors – High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM). It means that today’s state of the art of GPUs, vector engines, and many-core CPUs provide another level in the memory hierarchy apart from the traditional dynamic random-access memory (DRAM).

Furthermore, with the Optane technology, a new class of Storage Class Memory (SCM) was introduced and complements the DRAM memory modules on the main board. With its characteristics, the SCM represents an additional, new level in the hierarchy of byte-addressable on-node memory comprising Cache, HBM, DRAM, and SCM.

In mainstream programming environments, the memory hierarchy has almost ever been considered transparent. This is a valid model for systems with a single type of main memory. As the memory hierarchy changes (see Fig. 4) and new memory types are present in computer systems, the usage of memory in software needs to adapt.

Figure 4: Memory hierarchy with the new layer of persistent memory that is byte addressable.
Besides the usually employed DRAM technology, which provides a good compromise between low latencies and high bandwidth, High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) provides, as its name suggests, high bandwidths but also undesirable high latencies. However, the usual memory capacity per core is quite low at just a few gigabytes. The same applies for DRAM. Both memory types are also volatile and data is lost when the containing system is powered off. Storage Class Memory (SCM), however, allows the encrypted data to be kept when turned off. It also provides multiple terabytes of capacity. The main drawback of SCM is, however, a reduced latency and bandwidth.

As shown in Fig. 5, this variety of properties leads to a three-dimensional decision space, where one can trade between capacity, latency, and bandwidth depending on the memory types installed in a system. This results in the initial challenge of choosing the appropriate memory type for application data. Since there is no single memory type that is well-suited to all data, application data needs to be partitioned between different memory types. At this point, performance-analysis tools provide assistance to code developers to check whether memory access patterns in application kernels would benefit from HBM or the usage of SCM would not degrade performance too much. Based on such assisted observations, developers can make decisions between hot and cold data and which memory type is best suited for which data.

If the decision is made, data needs to be allocated in that particular memory. Even in low-level languages, additional efforts are required and libraries must be employed to control allocations in data. Libmemkind is an example for the C programming language. This library is also the foundation for additional allocators in C++. These languages share explicit memory management. Conversely, memory is usually allocated and freed automatically by the runtime in languages like Fortran. Thus, additional efforts are required to realize the intended partitioning.

Such efforts may include the addition of language keywords or modifiers that specify a preferred memory location for data. Alternatively, explicit function calls may be added to control the location of the memory allocation and strategy of the runtime library. The strategy may define which memory type is a hard requirement for certain allocations and which types might be tried second.

![Figure 5: Three-dimensional decision space for choosing memory types.](image-url)
Such an approach was studied with the essential multigrid solver of the parallel large eddy simulation code PALM. The A4IA research group developed an allocator that was integrated into the employed Fortran runtime library to allocate data either in SCM or DRAM and is able to accept preferences (see Fig. 6). In this earlier study, we have shown that by partitioning the application data, a performance gain of up to 8% could be achieved compared to a transparent hardware solution that migrates data between memory types transparently [2].

To improve the usability of different memory types with higher productivity, the directive-based OpenMP standard defines so-called memory spaces. They allow memory characteristics intended for certain memory allocations to be specified. The decision as to which memory type should be employed is still left to the programmer. Within the NHR “PerfLab” project, ZIB together with other centers of the National High Performance Computing Alliance Erlangen, Aachen, Paderborn, and Göttingen are currently investigating how performance-analysis tools can help programmers to make a decision within that second dimension of heterogeneity.

Figure 6: By partitioning the application data across different memory technologies (here DRAM and SCM) according to their memory access pattern, a significant performance gain can be achieved. In this figure, memory access rates to the SCM (on the y-axis, PMM references per second) for two allocation modes are presented. (Bottom, in red) Transparent hardware-managed data partitioning and migration. (Top, in blue) Optimized partitioning by explicitly assigning the memory placement to SCM or DRAM.

The latter shows much less memory references to SCM and a performance gain of up to 8% is achieved (taken from [2]).
Smart networks are a popular topic for designing the interplay of multiple active clients in an interconnected world. For data centers, innovative network configurations with active, partially programmable hardware devices operating at link speed can provide certain data (packet) processing capabilities. For high-performance computers, this means that, for example, MPI operations can be off-loaded from the compute units to network devices. Some of these active components are programmable by end users.

In multiuser environments like HPC resources with dynamically changing requirements regarding direct node-to-node communication, accessing data on shared file systems, object stores over fabric, and other services (data archives, remote data sources), the network is the heart of all services. Users and providers expect that it can deliver data according to the needs with suitable bandwidth and latency while fulfilling serious security requirements, easy maintainability, and flexible configurability. Thus, it is not surprising that attempts are increasingly being made to integrate more intelligence into the network infrastructure with data-processing units (DPUs), infrastructure-processing units (IPUs), or others. The integration of security measures is an important application scenario for a provider. At the top, these smart network components comprise general-purpose CPU cores and FPGAs that are programmable at the provider.

A recent example demonstrates the possibility to migrate certain parts of collective communication operations onto a DPU (see Fig. 7 taken from [1]). The general concept is not new because in the past sophisticated HPC interconnects already implemented selected operations of common communication patterns into the fabric’s networking chips (e.g., Cray Aries, HPE Slingshot, Fujitsu Tofu D). With the smart network devices, a vendor, provider, or end users may have the option to migrate user functionality of HPC and AI codes close to the data. But, it has to be broadly demonstrated which user scenarios benefit from these options.

Increasing demands for AI training throughput and HPC simulations stimulate technology innovations and lead to increasing heterogeneity of major components on modern computer architectures – compute, storage, and network. We expect that this trend will continue and will thus impact the software ecosystems and programming models for future computer generations.
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